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Abstract 
We use N-compactifications of O-dimensional spaces to obtain a new shape invariant for 
the class of all topological spaces. We also point out that the shape and topological 
classifications are not the same in the realm of Tychonov spaces having a base of clopen 
sets. Finally we use the new shape invariant to obtain classes of spaces where the conditions 
“to have the same shape” and “to be homeomorphic” are equivalent. 
Key words: Shape; N-compactness; N-compactification; Quasicomponent; O-dimensional 
space 
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As a consequence of Borsuk’s result [3, p. 2161 two compact O-dimensional 
metrizable spaces have the same shape if and only if they are homeomorphic. 
Later, MardeSiC and Segal[17], using the inverse system approach to shape, proved 
the same in the realm of compact O-dimensional Hausdorff spaces. For noncom- 
pact spaces, Kozlowski and Segal [15] proved that two paracompacta with null 
covering dimension have the same shape if and only if they are homeomorphic. 
This result was improved in [lS], only for the metrizable case, replacing the null 
covering dimension hypothesis by the weaker one of null small inductive dimen- 
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sion. Later in [191 it was proved that two N-compact spaces have the same shape if 
and only if they are homeomorphic. 
Borsuk [3, p. 2161 proved that the space of components q X of a compacturn 
(compact metric space) is a shape invariant of X in the class of compacta. 
In the noncompact case there are three natural extentions of IJ X used in the 
literature. 
First, 0 X as the space whose points are the components of X and whose 
topology is such that the natural projection from X to 0 X is a quotient map. 
Second, A X (see [7] for example) as the space whose points are the quasicompo- 
nents and whose topology is such that the natural projection from X to A X is a 
quotient map and third, the space QX (see [2] for example) whose points are the 
quasicomponents of X and a base for its topology is the family of all sets A c QX 
whose union in X are open-closed sets in X (shortly clopen sets). 
It is clear that for compact Hausdorff spaces we have 0 X = A X = QX (see [6] 
for wide classes of spaces which maintain the equalities) but in general 0 X f A X 
#QX# OX. 
If one wants to extend Borsuk’s theorem (about shape invariance of q X 
between compacta) one has three natural possibilities by using the spaces 0 X, 
A X or QX. In this paper we show that none of the three possibilities lead us to a 
positive result, because we give examples of spaces X and Y such that X = 0 X = 
A X = QX, Y = •I Y = A Y = QY and Sh(X) = Sh(Y) but X and Y are not home- 
omorphic. These examples also show that the shape and topological classification 
are not the same in the realm of O-dimensional spaces (all along this paper 
O-dimensional means a Tychonov space having a base of clopen sets). 
Among the three decomposition spaces only the space QX has the property to 
be O-dimensional for any topological space X. As we known, see [9], the category 
of N-compact spaces is an epireflective subcategory of the category of all O-dimen- 
sional spaces. Then every O-dimensional space K has an N-compactification 
(denoted by v(K) in this paper) defined by the property that every map (= 
continuous _function) f : K -Z, where Z is an N-compact space, has a unique 
extension f : 14 K 1 - Z (and, obviously K 3 v(K) as a dense subset). 
The main result in this paper states that v(QX> is a shape invariant of X in the 
class of all topological spaces (in contrast to the above mentioned fact that QX is 
not). This seems to be an adequate way to extend Borsuk’s result because it is 
obvious that if X is compact metric then q X is N-compact and 0 X = ~(0 Xl. 
We also show that, for certain subclasses, for example the subclass of locally 
compact, paracompact Hausdorff spaces, the space QX is a shape invariant of X. 
This allows us to prove that the Lindelof property is a shape invariant in the class 
of all locally compact, paracompact Hausdorff spaces. 
Another problem studied in this paper is that of finding subclasses of the class 
of O-dimensional spaces for which the shape and the topological classification 
coincide. By using the fact that no point in v(K) \K is a G, in v(K) we have that 
in the class of O-dimensional spaces K such that all the points in K are G,, both 
classifications are the same (for example in the union of the classes of perfectly 
normal and first countable O-dimensional spaces). 
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The results in this paper suggest that the problem of giving a reasonable shape 
classification of O-dimensional topological spaces could be related in some way to 
the topological properties of their N-compactifications. The problem of the exis- 
tence of measurable cardinals has also implications in the present context, since it 
is known (see [11,12] for example) that a discrete space is N-compact if and only if 
its cardinal is nonmeasurable. 
The N-compactification used here of a O-dimensional topological space K, is 
always denoted in this paper by u(K). We recall that, for an arbitrary topological 
space X, QX is the space whose points are the quasicomponents X, of X and 
whose topology has a base formed by all the sets A c QX such that lJ x, E AXa is a 
clopen set in X. 
It is important to recall that in this paper dim is the covering dimension and 
that, in general, O-dimensional is not the same as to have dim equal to 0 (dim = 0 
always implies O-dimensional). 
For information about shape theory, the reader is referred to [3,5,8,17]. Infor- 
mation about F&compactness and tV-compactifications can be found in [9] (and the 
corresponding references). 
Theorem 1. Let X and Y be topological spaces such that Sh(X) = Sh(Y). Then we 
have: 
(a) The N-compactifications of QX and QY, denoted by v(QX) and v(QY) 
respectively, are homeomorphic. 
(b) Zf QX and QY are paracompact spaces and dim( QX) = dim( QY) = 0 then 
QX and QY are homeomorphic. 
Proof. (a) Let us suppose that f : X + Y and g : Y + X are shape morphisms such 
that g 0 f = 1, and f 0 g = l,, where 1, and 1, are the identity shape morphisms. 
Let g_(Y) be the family of all discrete coverings of Y by nonempty sets. With 
every Z/C%(Y) we can associate a discrete space Y% (the nerve of %), whose 
points are the elements of ??/. Let pz2. Y + Ye be the natural projection. Let us 
note that if VGHY) is a refinement of Z! we can define a map ryV : Y,+ Y, 
such that for every I/E y, T,,(V) is the u nique element of % containing I/. 
Notice that the diagram 
is commutative. Therefore there exist maps f% = f(p,) and fv= f(p,) such that 
the diagram 
x 
is commutative. 
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Observe that the only map from X to Yz homotopic to f% is fs, (Y% is 
discrete). 
For every x E X and every ZEN we have a nonempty clopen subset f&x) 
of Y. If VE~_(Y> is a refinement of Z! then fv(x) cf,(x) and therefore 
fJx1 nf&x) # fl for every ‘Z, BE&~(Y) (because Zng is a refinement of both 
?!Z and &I. On the other hand fJx) nfr;(x) = fkJ ,&x1. 
It is clear that if x, x’ EX are in the same quasicomponent of X, then 
f$Jx) = fg(x’) f or every Z/ E@Y I. Consequently with every X0 E QX we have a 
family Fx, = {f?AX”)Lv 9(Y) of nonempty clopen sets in Y. Moreover for every 
clopen subset A of Y, it follows that either A belongs to Fx, or Y\A belongs to 
Fx, (take %= (A, Y\Al). Hence Fxo = If~(Xo)}~~E~Y~ is a clopen ultrafilter on 
Y. Let us show now that Fx, has the countable intersection property. Suppose on 
the contrary that there exists a sequence %n c$3;(Y) such that 
j,f%j X0) = fl. 
Take~,=~,,~~=~~n~~n...n7~_ln~~forallnE~. 
Since “v, is a refinement of V,_ 1 and %* for every n > 2, one has that 
f,,<X”) ‘f+$XJ “f%$XO) and n ;= 1 f,<X,,> = @. Then there is no loss of 
generality m assuming that fy,+,(Xo> is st%ctly contained in f&X0> for every 
n E N and f,-<X0> is not all Y. Now we can construct a covering /= {Y\fg,,(X,>} 
uCU~=,Cf,-~X~)\f,,~X”)}) which obviously belongs to 9_(Y). It is clear that 
there exists i E PU such that fJX,> n f&x,) = fi and this is not possible. Conse- 
quently we have proved that Fx, = (f~~Xo)}st9cy, is a clopen ultrafilter on Y 
with the countable intersection property and so is (p( fs(Xo>)}, t 9cyj on QY. 
Consider p* E v(QX), i.e., p* = (E: E up*} is a clopen ultrafilter on QX with 
the countable intersection property. For every E up* one has that E = U a E AXa 
where IX,: a EA) denotes the family of the quasicomponents of X contained in 
E. For all % Ed, we define FE = U at A p( fs(X,>). Since U (I E A f&X,> and 
Y\U a E A f,,<X,> are open sets of Y, it follows that Fg is a clopen subset of QY. 
Let E, E’E~“, and Z, %‘G9(Y) then FE,“;’ c Fg n Fg’. Moreover if {E,ln E N 
CP* and WJ,,. 
c n;=,F$. 
c@Y), then there exists X0 E n~=,E, and n~=,p<f,,<X,,>> 
As a result n~=,F~ f @. 
Moreover;, if I/ is a clopen sub”set of QY and 
y= {P-‘V’), P~‘(QY\~)) Ed 
then either q(f&‘(p-‘(V))) or q(f&‘(p-‘(QY\ V))> belongs to p*. Let E, be 
such element of p *. It is clear that F3 is either V or QY\ I/. It is easy to see that 
this implies that IF:: E up*, t?L~~(Y)) is a clopen ultrafilter on QY with the 
countable intersection property. We denote this ultrafilter by A f(p *>. 
Actually, we have defined a map Af : u<QX> + u(QY). In order to check the 
continuity of A f, consider pt E v<QX> and U to be a clopen subset of QY such 
that Af(p:) E U” = (q* E u(QY): UE~*) (hence U~Af(pg*)). Let Z= 
W’(U), P-‘(QY\UN, then p$ E (q(fg’(p-l(U))))*, i.e., q(f&‘(p-‘(U))) EP~. 
In fact, if q(f&‘(p-‘(U))) P PO* then q(f;‘(p-‘(QY\ U))> E PO* and 
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F~~f~‘(p-l~QY\u))) = QY\U. Consequently, U ~Af(pg*) and QY\lJ EAf(pg*) and 
this is not possible. 
On the other hand, for every p* E (q(f&‘(p-‘(U))))* one has that 
q(f;l(p-l(U))) EP* and F% q(f~‘(p-‘W))= UeAf(p*). Hence Af(p*)E U* and 
therefore Af(q(f;‘(p-l(U)>>*) c U”. Thus Af is a continuous map. 
NOW let g : Y + X be the shape morphism such that g 0 f = 1, and f 0 g = 1,. 
We are going to prove that Ag 0 Af = l,Q,y,. Using the same arguments one can 
show that Af 0 Ag = lv(Qy). 
Let p; E v(QX> and Af(p,*> = qt E v(QY). Let us suppose that Ag(q,*) #P,“. 
Then there exists a clopen subset U of QX such that U E P$ and QX\ U E Ag(qg ). 
Consider ?d = {q-‘(U), q-‘(QX\ U)} EHX), let 4% : X + X, be the correspond- 
ing projection and g, =g(q,): Y -+X,. As it was shown above p(g&‘(q-‘(QX\ 
Cl>>> E q;. On the other hand, since (g 0 f )(q%) = qW then f(g,) = qT. 
Let v= {g;‘(q-‘(U)), g;‘(q-‘(QX\ U>>) ES(Y). Now we define P : X, + Yy. 
by @(q-‘(U)) = g;l(q-‘(U)) and p(q-‘<QX\U>> =g&‘(q-‘<QX\U>>. It is clear 
that the following diagram is commutative 
and induces 
X 
Since Af(p,o*> = q: and p(g&‘(q-‘(QX\U>>> l qg* there exist E up: and 
F%g(Y) such that Fg =p(g$‘(q-‘(QX\U))) an d consequently for every X, E E 
it follows that p(fP-(Xa>) =p(g;‘(q-‘(QX\U))). Now let us consider a quasicom- 
ponent Xa, E E n U, thus X,,) c qdl(U) and qr(X,J = q-‘(U). Then one has that 
p(q&X$) =g&l(q-l(U)). On the other hand since Xa, E E, then f,-(X,,,> = 
g,‘W’(QX\ U)) and this fact contradicts the commutativity of the above dia- 
gram. 
Therefore we have proved that the shape morphism f : X -+ Y induces a 
homeomorphism A f : v(QX) + v(QY) whose inverse is Ag induced by the shape 
morphism g : Y -+ X. 
(b) It is sufficient to prove that the restriction Af I QX, denoted by Qf, of the 
map Af : Y(QX) + v(QY) defined above actually lies in QY. 
Let X0 E QX. Consider X, as an element of v(QX), then X0 = {U clopen 
subset of QX such that X0 E U} is a fixed clopen ultrafilter on QX. In order to 
check that Qf(X,> = Af(X,) E QY, we will show that the clopen ultrafilter with 
the countable intersection property Qf(X,,) is fixed. 
Clearly, for every E E X0 and ZE@Y), it follows that p( f&X,>> C Fg. Then 
it only remains to prove that (7 rEgcyjp( f%(X,)> f @. In fact, suppose on the 
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contrary that fl s E ~~y~~(f~(XOII = @. Then @Y\p(f,(X,)I1, E a(y) is a covering 
of QY by clopen sets. Since QY is paracompact and dim(QY) = 0, there exists a 
~ENYI which is a refinement of IY\f&X,,>l,,,,,,. As a result, there exists 
&ENYI such that f&X,> nfJX,J = fl and this is not possible. This proves that 
fl ~EtCyjp(f&XO)) Z fl and as a consequence Qf(X,,> is fixed. 
Using the same arguments as before we have a continuous map Qg : QY + QX 
associated to g as Qf is associated to f. It is obvious that Qg 0 Qf= l,, and 
Qf 0 Qg = l,, and the proof is complete. q 
As a result of Theorem 1 we point out the next corollary. 
Corollary 2. The topological type of the N-compactification of QX, v<QX>, is a shape 
invariant of X. 
In 1974 Kozlowski and Segal [151 proved that every shape morphism to a 
paracompact space with null covering dimension is generated by a map and, using 
this fact, they showed that two paracompact spaces having null covering dimension 
have the same shape if and only if they are homeomorphic. 
Later in [191 it was proved that two N-compact spaces have the same shape if 
and only if they are homeomorphic (let us note that this result is a consequence of 
Theorem 1 part (a)), but we do not know if every shape morphism to an N-compact 
space is generated by a map (see problem in [19]>. 
Keesling (see [13; 17, p. 2571), using Glisckberg’s theorem, pointed out that the 
inclusion map of a pseudocompact space into its Stone-Tech compactification is a 
shape equivalence. From this fact, it is possible to construct examples of Tychonov 
O-dimensional spaces with the same shape which are not homeomorphic. Let us 
note that this provides new examples of spaces having the same shape which are 
not homotopically equivalent. 
Example I. There exist two O-dimensional locally compact spaces, one of them 
compact, such that they have the same shape but are not homeomorphic. 
Proof. Let us consider /?N, the Stone-Tech compactification of the natural 
numbers, and let x E pN\N, and X= @V\{x}. It is a known fact that X is 
pseudocompact. On the other hand pN =/3X (then X is locally compact and 
O-dimensional). From Keesling’s result, it follows that the inclusion map i : X + pN 
is a shape equivalence. Obviously, X is not compact, since X is dense in PN. 0 
Remark 3. Borsuk [3, p. 2161 proved that, if two compact metric spaces X and Y 
have the same shape, then there exists a homeomorphism k (onto) between the 
corresponding spaces of components such that Sh(X,) = Sh(k(XJI for every 
component X0 of X. Later, when Fox extended the Borsuk shape theory to 
arbitrary metrizable spaces, some authors 11, 2, 14, 201 tried to prove this result in 
the more general situation created by Fox, and they gave some partial positive 
answers. 
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When the theory of shape for arbitrary topological spaces was settled (see 
[8, 16, 171) the same problem was latent. 
More recently Dydak and Moron [7] gave a partial positive answer to this 
problem generalizing the previously known results. 
Let us note that a positive answer to the problem of the components in the 
category of all topological spaces would imply that two O-dimensional Tychonov 
spaces have the same shape if and only if they are homeomorphic. Then Example I 
gives us a negative answer to the problem. 
One can ask, as Ball did in [I], what is the answer to the last problem if we 
replace the requirement of k being a homeomorphism from 0 X onto 0 Y by the 
weaker condition of k being a bijection. 
Let us note that Example I does not allow us to solve the bijective correspon- 
dence problem. In order to solve this problem we refine Example I as follows: 
Example II. Let A be a dense subset of pFU\N such that card(A) < C, c is the 
cardinal of R. The existence of such A is a consequence of [21], see also [4, Lemma 
11. 
Let Y = N UA, then Y is a pseudocompact space with card(Y) G c. The 
inclusion i: Y + pW is a shape equivalence and obviously card@N> > c and this 
solves the question in the negative. 
Notice that this example also shows that shape morphisms between O-dimen- 
sional spaces are not necessarily induced by maps. Since every infinite compact 
subset of pN\N has cardinality 2’, then every compact subset of N U A = Y is 
finite. Hence the shape inverse of the inclusion i : Y -+ pN cannot be generated by 
a map. This is an essential difference to the situation described by Kozlowski and 
Segal [15] for paracompacta with null covering dimension. 
Since for O-dimensional spaces, we have that X = QX, the following conclusion 
from Theorem 1 is obvious and it provides a necessary condition for two O-dimen- 
sional spaces to have the same shape. 
Corollary 4. If two O-dimensional spaces X, Y have the same shape then their 
N-compactifications u(X) and v(Y) are homeomorphic. 
A natural problem connected to Corollary 4 is the following 
Problem 1. For what classes of O-dimensional spaces is the converse to Corollary 4 
true? 
Another consequence of Theorem 1 gives us the classification, in topological 
terms, of a wide subclass of the class of all O-dimensional spaces. At the same time, 
we obtain a partial answer to Problem 1. 
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Corollary 5. Let X and Y be O-dimensional spaces such that all points of X and Y are 
G,‘s, then SMX) = Sh(Y) if and only if X and Y are homeomorphic. As a 
consequence, if v(X) is homeomolphic to V(Y) then Sh(X) = Sh(Y). 
Proof. First of all we are going to show that, for every x EX, x is also a G, of 
v(X). Indeed, v(X) 3~: = (17 cX: U is clopen and x E U) and there exists a 
countable family {I!&>, t N of clopen subsets of X such that n nErmU, = {x}. Then 
x E Un* for every n E N. 
Let p*E n ntNV,*l then V,EP * for all n E N. If U CX is another clopen 
subset and U up* it follows that U n (0 n ENUn) # @, therefore x = U tl 
<n n E JJ,). Hence x E U and consequently x =p *. Then x = n n ~ JJ,,* and x is a 
G, of v(X). 
On the other hand, no pz E v(X)\X is a G, because if p: = n ntNUn where 
U,, n E N, are open sets of v(X), then there exist E, EP:, n EN, such that 
pl = (7 E:. Since pt has the countable intersection property, there is x E 
n ntNE, and {xl E n nrNEn*. 
Let us suppose that Sh(X) = Sh(Y), then Corollary 4 implies the existence of a 
homeomorphism A f : v(X) -+ v(Y). Obviously Af(X> = Y and Af I x : X-t Y is 
the required homeomorphism. 
The last part of the corollary is also a consequence of the fact that X agrees 
with the set of all G,-points in v(X). 0 
Remark 6. Corollary 5 is true, in particular, for the classes of first countable and 
perfectly normal O-dimensional spaces. 
If space Y is not known to satisfy the conditions in Corollary 5, we still have the 
following useful property. 
Corollary 7. Let X be a O-dimensional space such that every point of X is a G,. Let Y 
be a O-dimensional space such that Sh(X) = Sh(Y), then Y contains a dense subset 
Z, homeomorphic to X, with the property that every map from Z to any N-compact 
space is extendable to Y. 
Proof. Corollary 4 states that there is a homeomorphism Af : v(X) + v(Y). Since 
there are no G,-points contained in v(Y)\Y it is clear that A f(X) C Y. Let 
Z = A f(X), then X and Z are homeomorphic. On the other hand Y(Y) = 
Af(v(X)> =Af(x> = Af( X) = 2, thus Z is dense. 
Let N be an N-compact space and let h : Z -j N be a, map. It is obvious that fhe 
map h 0 Af : X + N can be extended to a map h : v(X) + N. Define h = 
h 0 Af-’ : Y + N. Then i is an extension of h and the proof is finished. 0 
As a consequence of part (b) of Theorem 1, we get the following result, which 
shows that the Lindelof property is a shape invariant for a wide class of spaces. 
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Corollary 8. Let X, Y be two locally compact, paracompact spaces such that 
Sh(X) = Sh(Y). Then X is Lindeltif if and only if Y is Lindeliif. 
Proof. We shall first prove that QX and QY are paracompact and dim(QX) = 
dim(QY) = 0 and, hence part (b) of Theorem 1 is applicable. 
Let p : X + QX be the projection. Since X is a locally compact paracompact 
space, it follows (see [lo, p. 3821) that X = eoIt AXa where X, is Lindelof for 
every (Y EA and @ represents the topological sum. Then QX = eat A p(X,>. For 
every CY EA we have that p(X,) is a regular + Lindeliif space and therefore a 
paracompact space. On the other hand, (see [lo, p. 4441) dim(p(X,)) = 0, conse- 
quently QX is paracompact and dim(QX) = 0. A similar argument is valid for QY. 
On the other hand it is easy to see that a locally compact paracompact space X 
is Lindelof if and only if QX is Lindelof (see [2] for example for the metric case). 
Thus the corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1. 0 
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